
Ever-moving patterns 
of flowing colours 

Projects continuously moving shapes , 

patterns and colours. There are five pre

cut assorted patterns. Other patterns can 

easily be made to give an infinite variety 

of attractive effects . The Eddiscope is ideal 

for discotheques, clubs, hotels , restaurants , 

exhibitions, displays - in fact any situation 

where moving patterns and colours can be 
used creatively and effectively . 



Description 

Specification 

Eddiscope 
Pattern Mask 

l 

Eddiscope slots 
into colour 
frame runner 

The Eddiscope is available as a complete unit for use with the Rank Strand 
Patt. 23 or 23w Profile Spot, either the original design or the current pro
duction models with built-in beam-shaping shutters. 

Assembly is easy . Simply remove iris diaphragm, circular mask or adjustable 
mask from the gate runners between the lens tube and the lamphouse and 
substitute an Eddiscope pattern mask. If the Profile Spot has built-in beam
shaping shutters ensure that they are withdrawn to the limit of their move
ment . Next, slide the backplate of the Eddiscope motor drive unit into the 
front colour frame runners of the lens tube. Fit the Eddiscope colour disc 
to the driving shaft and connect the motor drive terminals to a 220/250 
volt A.C. supply. 

If you already have a Ref . 38? Colour Change Wheel, its motor drive unit 
can be used; the Ref . 747 Eddiscope colour disc is then substituted for the 
five aperture colour. wheel. 

Ref. 746 Eddiscope effect complete, with self-starting synchronous 220/ 
250 volts 50Hz 4 rpm Motor Drive unit with terminal block for supply input . 

Ref. 747 Eddiscope Disc only , 12 5/ain. (320 mm) diameter . 

Ref. 748 Set of six metal pattern masks, five pre-cut of assorted patterns 
and one blank for cuttiPlg to your own design. 

Weight Eddiscope (complete) - 2% lbs. ( 1.3 kg) 

KINETIC LIGHTING PRODUCTS FROM 

RANK STRANO ELECTRIC LIMITEC 
29 KING STREET, COVENT GAROEN, LONOON, WC2E BJH TEL : 01-836 4444 TELEX 22177 SPOTLITE LON 

REGIONAL OFFICES CONSTABLE STREET , GORTON , MANCHESTER M1B BQO TELEPHONE : 061-223 4141 

346 SAUCH IEHALL STREET, GLASGOW C .2 TELEP HONE : 041-332 6431 
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